Melbourne to host Victoria’s first SMSF Expo
Self-Managed Super Fund Expo | 27 - 29 April 2018

Thousands of current and future SMSF trustees, financial advisors and accountants are set to flock to the inaugural SMSF Expo this April at
Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre, South Wharf.

Held over three days from Friday 27 - Sunday 29 April, a wide variety of finance, investment and superannuation exhibitors will showcase the latest
products, service and trends in the SMSF industry.

Visitors can get information for their investment strategies at the at the BT Financial Group Theatre. The schedule is packed with experts including
Lincoln Indicators Executive Director Elio D’Amato, SMSF Association patron Tim Costello, and financial gurus from BT Financial.

The Theatrette will offer seminars throughout the weekend, perfect for current and potential trustees
wanting education about the effective management of their SMSF. Stop by the area to get the latest SMSF and portfolio management information
from finance experts with unique perspectives. From legislative hurdles to effective strategies, the Theatrette is an information hub suitable for both
novice and experienced SMSF trustees.

Whether you have an existing SMSF, are looking to set one up, or are a financial advisor or accountant, the SMSF Expo is the best place to compare
products and services, meet likeminded individuals and get expert information. The SMSF Expo is a ‘one-stop shop’ that will allow visitors to meet face
to face with a wide range of superannuation service providers. Current trustees who own their own self-managed super fund (SMSF) or those looking
to explore the potential opportunities a self-managed super fund may offer will find the Expo a great place for researching, consulting and gathering
information around how to best manage and maximise their investments.

“It’s critical that people with a SMSF or those considering setting up a fund, explore the market fully and engage with product and service providers
that best suit their needs. The SMSF Expo is the ideal setting for this to happen,” SMSF Association CEO, John Maroney says.

Getting around the Show in 2018 is easy thanks to our comprehensive Expo website, featuring a searchable exhibitor list, extensive educational
Resource Centre, stage timetables, exclusive specials and prizes. Find new products, great savings and the biggest names in SMSF including the
SMSF Association, Lincoln Indicators, SixPark, BT Financial, CFMG Capital, Selfmanagedsuper Trustee News and more.

The SMSF Expo is Melbourne’s premier SMSF event and a great resource for those interested in joining the more than 1 million Australians that have
taken control of their super.

Find out more at selfmanagedsupershow.com.au.
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